
 

 

 

              INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MADRAS

                  TCF Evaluation:JAN-MAY 2022

Employee ID :008606 Faculty Name : RUPESH NASRE

Course No :CS6023 Course Name : GPU Programming

Responses / Regn :73/105 Department :Computer Science and Engineering

Summary

Evaluation Mean Median Std Dev MAD Dept Mean Institute Mean

Course 0.89 0.96 0.15 0.04 0.83 0.81

Instructor 0.93 1.00 0.16 0.00 0.85 0.83

Question-Wise Response

Question No SA A N DA SDA NA Mean
Institute

Mean

1 51 16 5 0 0 1 0.93 0.82

2 49 19 4 0 0 1 0.93 0.80

3 56 11 5 0 0 1 0.94 0.84

4 48 18 6 0 0 1 0.92 0.81

5 48 17 5 2 0 1 0.91 0.81

6 54 13 5 0 0 1 0.94 0.83

7 52 15 5 0 0 1 0.93 0.80

8 49 18 5 0 1 0 0.91 0.78

9 39 16 12 4 0 2 0.85 0.75

10 45 19 7 1 1 0 0.89 0.78

11 48 18 6 0 1 0 0.91 0.81

NOTE:SA(STRONGLY AGREE)=10 A(AGREE)=8 N(NEUTRAL)=6 DA(DISAGREE)=4 SDA(STRONGLY DISAGREE)=2 NA(Not Applicable/Do not wish to

answer)=0

Question list

1.The course objectives were stated clearly and met largely

2.The concepts of the course were communicated well

3.The instructor was enthusiastic about the topics presented

4.The examples/case-studies/illustrations used in the class improved the learning experience

5.The quizzes and exams were graded in an impartial and timely manner

6.The instructor was punctual and followed the class schedule closely

7.The course was planned and structured well

8.The course motivated me to explore the subject area with interest

9.The involvement of TAs helped effectively in improving the learning experience

10.Tutorials and assignments were conducted effectively

11.Overall, the course provided a good value-addition to my knowledge/skill-set

NOTE:Qn 1 to 6 - Instructor evaluation : Qn 7 to 11 - Course evaluation



 

 

 

Student Remarks

Seems like theres a lot of power given to TAs. This sometimes hinders interaction between students & the instructor resulting into
immature decision making in various cases by the TA. I highly appreciate the efforts put in by the TA but the way it is should be
changed a bit as per my opinion. I dont hold grudges with any TA or instructor, nor does GPU programming was a bad
experience in terms of grade or otherwise. Its just an opinion for future students help. Rest is all good.

i feel the course content is apt for a 12 credit course. Some reordering of topics might make us more professional like teaching
the debugging support and thrust after first few classes. I also feel there needs to be some direction with the assignments and
not just coding a given problem. Like A2 was about optimisations but the evaluation was simply based on test cases. A3 seemed
like a complex problem and again based on test cases. one slide for setting up of cuda in ubuntu and wsl would help.

The doubt clearing aspect of professor is very good, he waits till all the doubts are cleared. One thing that can be improved is
explaining using more writing. That would be very useful

One of the best prof in iit campus and moreover he understand student problems and friendly prof for students like me

Awesome course. The instructor was punctual and explained every concepts very well.

I loved the course and the way it was presented! Particularly I enjoyed the discussion-driven approach of the class

nice course! op prof

#RNFanClub

very good course

Excellent proffessor

excellent course and professor

he is the best teacher I have seen to date.

The course was structured and handled very well considering the hybrid situation of this semester.

best professor Ive encountered

Rupesh Sir is an excellent teacher and I learnt so much in this course. Although I am from a major program in Electrical
Engineering, I was able to follow most of the content covered during the lectures. The assignments are a great boost to the
content taught. The course webpage, slides, example codes and the FAQ document aid in getting the best out of the course.

This has been a wonderful course. One of my favourite courses this semester. The only possible suggestion which I might have
is to make the grading RG instead of AG. But wrt the course logistics I have no suggestions or points for improvement.

best teacher ,I have ever seen

good

The way learning in this course happened is extremely beautiful. learnt many things from the assignment especially. The problem
statements given in the assignment are truly great. The course was well structured and the teaching is the most amazing part of
the course. enjoyed every minute of it.

Number of students who were not willing to participate in the evaluation for this course:0

Comments by students who didn't fill the TCF for this Course

No Remarks Given


